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Abstract

This paper examines the effects of the interactions that occur between
farmers and fishennen in the coastal zone. Data for this study were
obtained by analyzing many of the limited number of the secondary
source documents that exist. In addition, about 77 Interviews were
conducted with fanners, fishermen, and state and county agency person
nel.

In examining these interactions the paper focuses on: (1) the direct
and indirect effects of interactions between farmers and fishermen,
(2) effects of fanners on fishermen, (3) effects of fishermen on
fanners, W characteristics of fishermen, and (5) effects of fisher
men on fishermen.

The results of the study indicate that:

1. Farmers and fishennen have little direct effect on each other.

2. There is a negligible amount of conflict between farmers and
fishermen.

3. Fishermen may be indirectly affected by agricultural non-point
source pollution.

^. Farmers may be adversely affected by government imposed water
quality regulations designed, in part, to benefit fishermen.

5. Fishermen tend to have unique personality traits that result in a
rather short-term perspective concerning their occupational inter
actions .

6. Competition for the Bay area as a natural resource by various user
groups may result in future adverse effects on the Bay as a food
resource.

Introduction

This paper examines the interaction tetween fishermen and farmers as
they affect the productivity of the Coastal T.cne as a food source (1).
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The examination focuses on the nature of the interaction, the effects
farmers can have on fishermen, the effects fishermen can have on
farmers, the characteristics of fishennen, and the effects fishermen
can have on each other. Data for this study were obtained from the
limited number of secondary sources available, and from interviews with
the following people: 12 fanners, 26 fishermen, 13 Maryland Cooperative
Extension Service Agents, and 26 representatives of various state and
county agencies within the Maryland Coastal Zone.

Nature of Interactions Between Fanners and Fishermen

A review of the few studies that have examined relationships between
farmers and fishermen suggests that there is very little direct inter
action. Consequently, there appears to be no direct conflicts between
the two groups. This lack of interaction or conflict has been further
substantiated by interviews with fanners and fishermen interviewed in
the Maryland Coastal Zone. For Instance, in a typical interview one
fishermen stated: "I see no real conflict between farmers and fisher
men" (2). Simarily, a farmer interviewed stated: "We are most compati
ble and work together with no conflict of interest" (3). Thus, fanners
and fishermen do not perceive a conflict between them that affects the
potential productivity of the Coastal Zone as a food resource. Perhaps
a conflict between these two groups is not perceived as a direct problem
for several reasons.

Kinship and Friendship Ties. Traditionally there have been frequent
kinship and friendship ties between farmers and fishermen. This often
tends to lessen the development of overt conflict. For example, Lang
(4, pp. 100-101) notes in describing conflict between oystermen and
clam dredgers of Chesapeake Bay that:

From 1950 to 1955, the clam dredge and its operation was almost
completely uncontrolled. As in the sudden development of any
new natural resource, money was being made rapidly and with
comparative ease, and neither clam-buyers nor dredgers wanted
any interference from the law .... So the tongers (oystermen)
watched in helpless fury while the clam dredgers annihilated
one oyster bar after another .... As for the tonger, there
was talk of burning boats But some of the boats threatened
belonged to their own brothers, fathers, uncles, and cousins,
or to men with whom they had worked and whose company they had
enjoyed since childhood. The tongers were helpless.

While this conflict existed between two groups of fishermen, the example
quoted indicates the effects that kinship and friendship ties can have
on lessening the development of overt conflict. In many parts of
Maryland, especially on the Lower Eastern Shore, fishermen and farmers
are one and the same (2).
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Occupational Similarities. In examining the nature of the work performed
by the farmer and the fisherman there appear to be several occupational
similarities. In Maryland, for example, both fishennen and farmers tend
to work in a rural or small-town geographic setting. Historically, this
Indicates a comnonality of values as opposed to the city dweller.

It is becoming increasingly difficult for both "would be" farmers and
would be" fishermen to become established. One fanner indicated that
the substantial amount of capital and financing now required for enter
ing into farming necessitates that "the only way a young person is able
to own a farm is to inherit one or marry one" (3). A similar problem
exists for fishermen ".... it's not easy to begin for those fishermen
who do desire to do it. All the nettage allowed by the State of Maryland
for conmercial fishing is alloted. To acquire nets of his own, aman has
to inherit the rights or buy them, usually after working for several
years for someone who has them" (5, p.E6). A fisherman's obtaining
nettage rights does not necessarily mean that his problems have ended.
A fisherman on the Eastern Shore explained that "the Bay is a free
resource but there are comnonly recognized 'lays'. These territories
are individually policed and 'rights' to the 'lays' are enforced as
required by whatever means necessary" (2).

Both farmers and fishermen are considered to be in the primary sector of
the economy involved in producing basic food stuffs. As such, they both
have occupations which result in the production of an end product that
is marketed by them as opposed to a factory worker who may never see the
end product. As an example, a study between fishennen and mill workers
in Rhode Island indicated the following:

An important individual difference between the fishennen and mill
workers with whom we talked is in their experience of alienation.
One type of alienation stresses the separation between the worker
and his work and/or between the producer and his product. By all
accounts the fisherman who is present when the nets are hauled up
and who empties his lobster pots is much closer to his product
than the mill worker and therefore less alienated (6, p. 106).

Therefore, it would appear that fishermen and farmers, because of their
association with a marketable end product, have stronger similarities
with each other than other more process-oriented occupations.

Resource Competition. Fisherman and fanners do not compete for the
direct use of the same natural resource. The basic resource of the
farmer in Maryland is land while the basic resource used by the fisher
man is water. Land is part of a terrestrial eco-system. During the
course of a farmer's normal operations, he rarely enters or uses
conponents of an aquatic eco-system. Similarly, while fishing, a fish
erman rarely enters or uses components of a terrestrial eco-system.
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Market Competition. Although both farmers and fishermen produce end
products they are not competitors in the marketplace. They produce non
competitive products which are subject to different supply and demand
situations. While fishermen may benefit from escalating meat prices,
or vice-versa, the differing nature of their products makes them non
competitive in the marketplace. In addition, their products are distrib
uted through different marketing systems.

On the surface, neither fanners nor fishermen perceive any major conflicts
between themselves. Hence, the nature of this interaction would not
appear to have any impact on the potential productivity of the Coastal
Zone as a food resource. However, looking a little deeper at the inter
action between farmers and fishermen, there may be several indirect con
flicts between them. These conflicts may not consciously be created by
a farmer or a fisherman. Rather, they are often side effects of what
happens to a fisherman when a fanner farms or what happens to a farmer
when a fisherman fishes.

Effects of Farmers on Fishermen

Several of the effects farmers can have on fishermen have little to do
with either farming or fishing. They are created by the fact that much
of the precipitation falling on the surface of the earth runs over and
through the land, and eventually finds its way into surface water bodies.
In the process, water may come into contact with naturally occurring or
culturally created characteristics of the land surface that alter its
quality. Frequently, these quality alterations remain with the water as
it continues its flow to the sea, where fishermen enter the situation.
The land characteristics creating the alterations tend to be non-
discrete and diffuse. There is no single point from which the water
quality alterations occur; and there is no single point at which the
altered water may be treated and restored to its original quality. Be
cause of their diffuse and non-discrete nature, such land characteristics
are said to be non-point sources of water pollution.

In the normal course of a farmer's operations, he may make several
modifications to the surface of the land which may or may not become
non-point sources of water pollution, depending upon a host of environ
mental considerations such as soil texture, slope, etc. It is when the
environmental conditions and the farmer's management practices happen to
interact in a way that a non-point source is created that is of primary
concern to fishermen. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
recently completed an intensive survey of the nature and extent of non-
point sources of pollutants. EPA's final report (7) identified the
following pollutants that may result from agricultural discharges:
sediments, mineral salts, fertilizer nutrients, pesticides, organic load
from animal wastes, and pathogens. The effects of these pollutants on
fishermen are varied, ranging from a direct anihilation of fish popula
tions to the rendering of fisheries harvests unfit for human consumption.

The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that agricultural "crop
land is responsible for about 50% of the total sediment yield in inland
waterways" (7, p. 36). Generally, erodible conditions are created on
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croplands by the method the farmer choses to till his field and harvest
his crops. Erosion from agricultural land may also be caused by over
grazing of livestock. When measures are not taken to control these
causes of soil erosion, soil particles may be washed into surface water
bodies. The effects of increased sedimentation in surface waters vary,
but they may include: burying oyster beds; restricting aquatic plant
growth by blocking out sunlight; clogging and damaging fish gills; bury
ing fish eggs or reducing their chance of hatching; reducing the flushing
rates of estuaries; and carrying fertilizer nutrients, pesticides, and
pathogens that attach themselves to soil particles into aquatic environ
ments where they may become pollutants (7,8). '

Irrigation often becomes a necessity in agriculture to maintain plant
growth during periods of drought. The potential problem in irrigation
of agricultural land relates to the quality of the water flowing from an
irrigated field into a surface water body. As irrigation water percolates
down through the upper portion of the soil horizon, it dissolves soil
minerals and leaches them into lower layers of the horizon, eventually
discharging them into groundwater storage or into surface water bodies (7).
This becomes a problem when the leachate contains sufficient concentra
tions of dissolved .minerals to be toxic to plant or animal life in aquatic
environnents.

The use of new crop hybrids, steaming from the green revolution in agri
culture, has made it necessary to use more nitrogen and phosphorous
fertilizer than was previously required in farming (9). When more of
these fertilizers are applied to the soil than is necessary for plant
growth or when fertilizers are applied during periods when they cannot
be used by plants, some of their organic nitrogen, nitrate or phosphate
content may find its way into surface water (10). An overabundance of
these plant nutrients in water bodies can lead to the prolific growth of
algae. When the algae die, they sink to the bottom and are decomposed
by bacteria in the bottom sediments. This decomposition process uses
dissolved oxygen from the water which can lead to reduced oxygen levels
and, thus, to suffocation of other aquatic life.

Modern agriculture uses a variety of pesticides including insecticides,
herbicides, fungicides and rodenticides. Generally, these pesticides
are designed to be lethal to a single organism or set of organisms. How
ever, they may also be lethal to non-target organisms, such as fish or
shellfish. Because agricultural pesticides are usually applied on land,
aquatic organisms are most affected by those pesticides that remain
lethal for a long period of time and can find their way into surface
water bodies. While the amount of pesticide directly consumed by an
aquatic organism may not be large enough to be lethal, animals near the
top of a food chain may build up harmful or toxic pesticide concentra
tions (10). As these higher trophic level organisms consume a lower
level organism, they also consume whatever pesticide residues the lower
level organism may have concentrated in its tissue. Since many commer
cially valuable fish species are fairly near the top of aquatic food
chains, the biological magnification of pesticide concentrations in
aquatic food chains could present a real problem to people in the commer
cial fishing industry if pesticide concentrations reach levels that are
toxic to fish.
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Another agricultural activity which may have an impact on water quality
and thus on fishing is raising livestock. Cine of the by-products of
livestock farming is usually a large quantity of animal wastes. Depend
ing upon animal species, feed ration, storage conditions and rainfall,
these wastes will contain varying amounts of soluble nitrate nutrients (10).
When these nutrients come into contact with surface or groundwater run
off, they may flow into surface water bodies. As pointed out earlier,
a high concentration of nutrients in surface waters can lead to algae
blooms and fish suffocation.

In addition to containing varying concentrations of nutrients, runoff
from animal wastes often contain concentrations of pathogens (7).
Animal waste runoff containing high concentrations of pathogens often
pose significant public health hazards, as they may transmit various
diseases to humans. Fish and particularly shellfish may develop patho
genic concentrations sufficiently high enough to force public health
departments to prohibit the harvesting of fisheries resources from
locally affected areas. As the closing of a shellfishlng area may
directly affect the economic livelihood of a fisherman by limiting the
area in which he can fish, this is the most visible and direct of the
effects farmers can have on fishermen.

In addition to the problems sometimes associated with non-point sources
of agricultural pollution, there is a potential effect farmers on fish
ermen associated with drainage of coastal wetlands. Many of the complex
and inter-locking food chains in the marine environment have their
origin linked to the primary productivity of coastal wetlands. In
addition, coastal wetlands serve as habitat and/or spawning grounds for
many commercially valuable marine species. Periodically, agricultural
interests see the wetlands, when drained, as a valuable addition to the
agricultural resource base. When wetlands are drained, they are essen
tially converted into a terrestrial environment. As such they are no
longer capable of providing the primary productivity so vital to aquatic
food chains or of providing habitat or spawning grounds for aquatic
species. Recognizing the value of their coastal wetlands, many coastal
zone states including Maryland have passed laws limiting the use of
wetlands.

It is important to point out that these sources of non-point pollution
are not critical problems on every fann. Every dairy farmer does not
by definition contribute Increased nutrients or pathogens to surface
waters; nor does every crop farmer by definition send tremendous quan
tities of sediment, fertilizer nutrient or pesticides cascading into
surface water bodies. Some farmers have certain environmental condi
tions or manage their farms in such a way that the non-point pollution
they generate can become a serious hazard to surface water quality,
fisheries resource productivity and the productivity of the coastal zone
as a food resource. But it is important to document suspected cases
before taking punitive action against the farmer.

The effects of farmers on fishermen as these effects relate to agri
cultural non-point source pollution, can be reduced. A variety of soil
conservation and runoff control practices can and are being used to
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control the movement of agricultural pollutants into surface waters (10).
The basic task seems to be convincing those farmers whose farms are
documented sources of non-point pollution to adopt conservation measures
in their farm management practices. Such farmers are often faced with
economic factors that mitigate against adoption of conservation measures.
When discussing the opportunities for expanding farm operation, one
farmer on the Eastern Shore of Maryland noted: "Many farmers who own
medium size farms find it easier to rent land for $20 to $35 an acre
than to buy it for $1,000 an acre" (3). With agricultural land prices
in Maryland averaging $1,153 an acre in 1975 (11), it is no wonder that
more farmers are turning to rental situations rather than purchasing
their own acreage. In a rental situation, the basic concern is this
year's productivity. Lack of ownership of resources forces next year's
decisions to wait until next year because the farmer may be using
different land next year. There are no economic incentives for a renter
to practice, because such efforts may mean a decreased yield for this
year, with/no real promise of any increased yields in the future.

Effects of Fishermen on Farmers

The farmers1 activities can have an ijnpact on the activities and liveli
hood of fishermen, but the impact has elements of reciprocity. That is
to say that the fisherman has an effect on the activities of some farm
ers — especially those whose farms are close to coastal waterways.
Just as the effects of farmers on fishermen are not direct in nature,
but rather are the result of side effects, so too the fisherman's impact
on the farmer is indirect. These effects are so indirect that neither
farmer nor fisherman associates the other as a possible cause of some
of their problems.

Indeed the very nature of the farmer's effect on fishermen is so complex
as to be very difficult to evaluate the exact source of some pollution
that may be caused by agricultural operations. For example, in St.
Mary's County, Maryland, the State Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene closed some shellfish waters for fishing because water quality
standards for coliform presence in the water were exceeded. At the
same time that swine production was increasing in the county, human
population was also increasing in that and nearby counties, making the
identity of the source of pollution difficult. In fact, a committee
was appointed to examine the problem and to suggest changes in hog
production techniques which would reduce the impact of pollution re
sulting from swine production operations. After reviewing the avail
able data on pollution levels, it made the following statement:

This committee accepted these data as evidence of a pollution
problem and as evidence that animal wastes were contributing
to the problem. However, the variability of the data, the
short duration of the study, the lack of stream volume corre
lations, and the question of differentiating between domestic
animal, wildlife, soil, and human bacterial sources lead the
conroittee to believe that more detailed monitoring of the area
is necessary to specify the actual animal contribution to the
problem (12, p. 3).
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While it is clear from the above statement that for a number of reasons
the farm operation cannot be identified as the sole, or even the major
cause of pollution, it is also clear that the farm was probably contri
buting to the pollution problem.

In view of the connection described above it is particularly interesting
that neither farmer nor fisherman perceives the other as an adversary in
a conflict in the coastal zone. There are a number of possible reasons
that this point of view on their part exists. As already shown, the
connection between the farmer and fisherman is indirect. Furthermore,
the impacts on the fisherman are taking place In a medium, I.e., an
aquatic environment, which is alien to man; in addition to the aquatic
system being alien to man, the study of the problem defies direct
observation. That is to say, it is not possible to take a sample of
water and show farmer or fisherman the bacteria or other pathogens that
are polluting the water. As has been discussed the impact of farm
operations on fisherman is an indirect effect of their operation.

The effect of fishennen on farmers is even more indirect, however. It
is frequent, if not usual, that the farmer feels the impact of his
polluting operation as the result of action taken by a governmental
agency informing him that he is in violation of water quality standards.
The water quality standards are established to protect public health
rather than to protect the specific Interest or livelihood of the
fisherman. The effect of the regulations may be the same on both farmers
and fishennen alike. For example, if water quality is found to be too
poor to allow consumption of shellfish taken from the water, that area
is closed to further fishing — thus affecting the flshennan — and the
farm causing the pollution is informed of the water quality violation.
As a result of this violation, the farmer is required to make changes
or cease in his operation. The farmer feels the ijnpact of regulation
by the government in the interest of public health rather than in the
interest of protecting the fisherman's livelihood. Similarly, the
fisherman's frustration tends to be directed at the regulator rather
than at the polluter. To the extent that fishermen recognize pollution
as the cause of their problems, they tend to blame the non-agricultural
sources. That is, they perceive industrial and municipal effluents
rather than agricultural activities as the sources of pollution (2).

Regardless of the fisherman's perception of the problem, the farmer
sometimes is found to be the cause of water pollution and, therefore,
to be in violation of the water quality standards. As has already been
pointed out, the available data leave much to be desired in terms of
the definitive answers they give as to the exact causes and/or sources
of bacteria.

Despite these shortcomings, the farmer is sometimes cited as being in
violation of the Maryland water quality standards. The burden then
rests with the farmer to find a solution so that he no longer violates
the water quality standards. Because of the extreme variability in
individual farm characteristics, e.g. proximity to water, slope, soil
type, type farming activity, concentration of animals, etc. it is
difficult if not impossible to prescribe control measures which will be
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satisfactory for all situations. Some general guidelines have been
suggested for the purpose of reducing pollution potential from live
stock operations (12). These include the prevention of animals from
having direct contact with surface waters, the diversion of runoff from
confinement areas, maintenance of vegetation on pastures, and the
diversion and treatment of highly polluted runoff water.

Depending upon the specific situation, the impact of following these
general guidelines can vary tremendously. It can be as simple as
making a few adjustments in the operation or so major as to incur sub
stantial expenses. In those cases where the changes are simple the
solution is easy but where the expense is large, the value of continued
operation must be carefully appraised.

An example of such a situation took place on a cattle farm located near
the Wye River on Maryland's Eastern Shore. The owners were informed
that the farm was in violation of the Maryland water quality standards.
Although temporary measures to control the runoff during heavy rains
were used, it was estimated that permanent measures would cost well in
excess of $100,000 (3). At the time the feed lot operation was a
marginal one, and the owners decided that the permanent measures could
not be economically Justified and the feed lot operation was discon
tinued.

In this case, there was no direct conflict between fishennen and farmers.
The farmer, however, was made to experience a severe blow by the action
of the Maryland Water Resources Administration. Understandably, the
feed lot owners' frustration was directed toward the regulating agency
rather than toward the fisherman who may in the long run be one of the
major beneficiaries of the enforcement of the Maryland water quality
standards.

Up to this point, the paper has focused on the interaction between
fanners and fishermen and the effects they have upon each other. The
research for this study suggests that there are interactions among
fishermen that affect the ability of the Coastal Zone to be used as a
food resource. Many of these interactions appear to be a result of the
unique character of the fishermen.

Characteristics of Fishermen

One morning a fisherman went to take his boat out after a heavy snowfall
the night before. He shoveled the snow out of the boat; every other
tonger* on the shore was doing the same. The wind was 20 miles an hour
fran the north and the temperature was 14 degrees. The wind-chill
factor made the temperature minus 6 degrees. The water sprayed over the
cabin and onto the washboards as he took the boat out into the bay. It
froze at once. The boat was covered with a glaze by the time he anchored.

*A tonger is an oysterman who harvests his oysters with long-handled
rakes. The handles are sometimes long enough for harvesting oysters in
15-20 feet of water.
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He -has-to be extremely cautious with his footing because the washboards
were covered with ice. He thought to himself, "One slip and I might be
overboard into the icy white tipped water." Soon after, the oyster rake
got so slippery that he was unable to hold it. He searched for and
found a couple of old rags and some fishing twine. After wrapping the
rake shafts with the rags, he lashed them in place with twine. Although
the cloth froze at once, it provided more traction than the hard, icy
wood. A fishing boat came roaring up alongside as he was raking up a
frozen mass of oyster shells. The new arrival waved and asked if he had
been there all night. The fisherman thought he had done a good day's
work, but the crusty new arrival made no other corment. It is difficult
to impress another waterman under any circumstance. A rugged day of
fishing is considered part of the Job. You fish or perish (4, pp. 21-24).

Why do fishermen endure these hardships? One fisherman said, "I wouldn't
trade it for nothing. I can't stand to be inside. I can't explain it,
but I keep coming out to find out what's in the nets. I've been at it
since I was 15, but if a young guy's got any sense, he'll go the other
way. I have a boy of 10 and if I have anything to say about it, he'll
go the other way." He then took a long puff on his pipe and without
any sadness added, "He loves to come out here with me though, so I
imagine he will do it anyway. Every Saturday he asks if he can come"
(5, p. E-6).

By understanding the unique characteristics of these men it is easier
to appreciate what makes a fisherman fish. One such characteristic is
Independence. The fisherman is his own boss. He usually owns his own
gear and boat. No one tells him when he must go out or come in. He is
responsible only to himself. What they catch is what they earn. "There
is no assured pay check, no union to stimulate and regulate their work,
no pension to await. On the water they are isolated; no program music
to work by, no cafeteria for coffee breaks. Instead the fisherman faces
a day-long struggle alone with his net" (5, p. E-6).

Because he values his independence, the fisherman has a hard time taking
orders and a disdain for regimentation. They seem to have an innate
desire to do things their own way. Fishennen have been described as the
most opinionated, cocksure, critical, conservative and independent group
of men. Nothing one does will really please them; nor will it outwardly
impress them. "They may well be. the last living specimens of an almost
extinct species, except in political theory: the independent, the
individual man" (4, p. 213).

A story told on the Eastern Shore that illustrates the fisherman's in
dependence and dislike for authority was related as follows:

A captain, finishing his work for the day, was taking his boat
in when a storm came up. As the storm got worse, another
fisherman on the boat climbed over the day's catch and walked
up to the captain. The captain said, 'Get back to the rear
and take care of your end of the boat. You shouldn't be up
here with me.' So the fisherman climbed back over the catch
to the rear of the boat. He waited a while but was terrified
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by the worsening storm as the boat rocked on the waves, and
decided again to go up front with the captain. The captain
said, 'I have already told you once to get back and take
care of your end of the boat. I will take care of mine.»
The flshennan returned to his end of the boat and threw out
the anchor with the chain dangling over the side. The boat
came to a sudden halt, almost turning on its side and with
its fish sliding everywhere. The captain came rushing back
to the rear yelling, 'My God, man, what has happened?'
The fisherman said, 'I anchored my end of the boat, you can
do what you want with your end' (2).

Despite their independence, fishermen have been known in times of hard
ship to help one another. One such case was told of a fisherman who
suffered brain damage. Being unable to work, he could not support his
ramlly. Fellow fishermen have supported his family, and will continue
to do so until the son reaches work age (2).

Coupled with his need for independence, the fisherman also values pride
in his occupation. A study in Rhode Island contrasted the social and
demographic characteristics of local fishennen and mill workers. The
study showed that fishermen consider success and advancement in their
occupation to be the main source of reward in their lives (6). When
asked what they would do if they could no longer fish, most fishermen
said they would like to continue to work in a water connected occupation.
The data seems to show "a very strong personal commitment by fishennen
to their occupation. Their work is not simply considered a means to
gain money, but a personally fulfilling activity and a feeling of inde
pendence to these men" (6, p. 61).

In response to the question, "What is the worst thing that could happen
to you?" most fishennen answered loss of health or death. Next to
death, loss of their boat received the most frequent mention (6). In
interviews conducted, fishermen said that they tended to worry more about
losing their boats than losing their wives. The concept of a strong
commitment to work "as a central life interest among the fishermen
studied is part of the complex of their individual characteristics"
(6, p. 105).

Because of their strong conmitment to work, fishennen develop great
pride in their technical capabilities and expertise. Usually, "old time"
fishermen put more faith in their own experiences than in modern tech
niques. For example, a botanist said that research he had done showed
that there would be very few crabs in the coming season. One of the
"old timers" sitting around the black pot belly stove told the scientist
that he didn't know what he was talking about. The "old timer" said
that the only sure thing you can say about a crab is "that he comes, he
goes, he bites." The "old timer" was right that year. The crabs were
so abundant that the catch had to be controlled in order not to flood
the market (2).

Usually fishermen are very aware of their surroundings. They can see
more detail than most people can. For instance, "one old fisherman
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looked carefully at the west, studied the movement of a bit of seaweed
floating past his boat, thus gauging the tide, turned and scanned a
cloud bank in the south, and announced to anyone who wished to listen
that the wind would haul southerly in about 15 minutes. Nearby tongers
on the bar nodded and checked their watches. In about 20 minutes the
wind hauled and blew southerly. A feat of this kind shows remarkable
knowledge and a highly critical appraisal of natural surroundings"
(4, p. 206).

It is said that "ole timers" can tell where they are Just by the smell
of the mud on the sounding line. A story is told on the Eastern Shore
that some people did not believe this, so they decided to take an "ole
timer" on a trip to Baltimore and test him on the way. When they
decided to give him the first test, they dropped the sounding line over
and pulled it up. The old fisherman smelled it and said, "We are ninety
feet of water off Smith Island," and they said, "That's right." They
went a little further and decided to test him again. They threw over
the sounding line and pulled it up for him to smell. He said, "You are
off of Holland Island at 45 feet." They said, "That's right." Then one
of the men said that he would fool the "ole timer" and took the line and
rubbed it in the bottom of a chicken pen that they were hauling, and
dropped the line overboard. They pulled it up and he smelled it and
said, "If I didn't know we were 70 feet off of Broom Island, I would
swear we were back home in Mrs. Jones' chicken house" (2). Developing
this kind of technical expertise takes years and years. One observer,
for instance, stated that he had seen three tongers working together
whose aggregate age was 245 years. Although their craft had a lot of
years to bear, the old timsrs in good weather frequently put out 25
bushels of good oysters (4).

Not only do fishermen tend to spend a lifetime in fishing, but their
relatives also tend to be fishermen. In a study of Canada's Atlantic
coast offshore fisheries, it was reported that 86* of the fishermen had
relatives who are or were fishermen. The data also showed that 6455 of
these fishennen revealed a "continuity of kinship ties and occupational
succession. In a comparison that spanned nearly two centuries, it was
found that 51? of the fishermen active in 1971 had simames that are
found in the 1774 Colonial census..." (6, p. 73).

This continuity of kinship can be viewed today by observing the rela
tionship of fishermen with their sons. From an early age, sons accompany
their fathers. This happens not only during school vacations but, it is
not unusual, for a son of a fisherman to occasionally miss a week of
school to go out on the water with his father. In response to a
question, "Would you like your son to go into fishing?" most fishermen
answered "yes." The data shows that only 112 of the respondents did not
want their sons to become fishermen. The occupational patterns of the
fishermen studied in Canada, Rhode Island, and elsewhere seem to indi
cate that fishing displays several of the social and cultural patterns
of a hunting-gathering society (6, p. 76).

Just as fishermen have tended to perpetuate their way of life through
their sons, so have they tended to pass on their superstitions through
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^J'5ai.bellefs and folklore- Ihis is anecessity for fishermen to cope
with the unpredictibility and hazards of their occupation by relying on
the use of their folklore and ritual magic. For example, in the Rhode
Island study all but one fisherman reported numerous aspects of super
stition associated with their work. The study seems to indicate that
there is considerably more ritual reported among the high risk fisher
men than among workers in lower risk occupations (6). It appears that
ritual beliefs are used to mediate dangers of the physical environment
which are not amenable to technological solutions. For example, fish
ermen in the study generally avoided mentioning dangers while their
wives were quite open in discussing their apprehensiveness. The fish-
ermens• omissions of references to danger in their work seems to be
accounted for "by their substitution of the ritual magic of avoidance"
(6, p. 103).

Despite the strong beliefs of fishermen in superstitions and folklore,
the "stiff-necked, pious, hell-fire, Bible quoting" fisherman belongs to
a past generation. Today, most fishermen seem content to send their
wives to church and their children to Sunday school while they themselves
stay at home. Although the fishennen may not practice his religion in a
church, it is not unusual to hear a captain give grace before a staple
meal with other fishermen on the boat (4).

Just as fishermen are individualistic in their practice of religion, they
are just as individualistic in their acceptance of strangers. For in
stance, there is the story of a fisherman who sold a stranger a peeler
for bait. He charged him the outrageous price of one dollar. Afterwards,
a fisherman came up to him and asked him if he knew who that fellow was.
"Never seen him inmy life before; ain't from around here." His friend
replied, "You will see him, though. He's the new preacher." The next
Sunday the fisherman put on his best and went to church. After listening
to an acid "do unto others" sermon, he made his apologies to the preacher.
Chances are that he doesn't like strangers any better than he ever did
(4, p. 222).

Even a fellow fisherman becomes a stranger when it comes to intruding on
a fisherman's territory. Although fishermen are generally willing to
help one another, they are crossed at times. For example, one fisherman
found a nice patch of oysters out in the Eastern Bay. Since he had been
looking for several hours, he was happy to locate them. In a little
while, he was Joined by another tonger. This is not unusual because,
after all, you tong oysters wherever they are. But it is not considered
good manners to anchor close and drive another man off his patch and tong
it for yourself. Unfortunately, that is exactly what happened to him.
He looked at the man "who had sheared him off his patch and said,
•Captain, I'm about to pull my line in and take up my anchor. I'm going
to start my motor and make a little circle out there with my boat. I'll
take my time. But if you're still here when I make that circle, I'm
going to cut you in half. And I hope there won't be no hard feelings. *
The man looked at him. He said, 'I believe you mean it.• And he replied,
"There is one sure way to find out.' By the time he got his anchor up,
he no longer had company" (4, p. 219). Territoriality is an important
dimension of the fisherman's world. It is interesting to note that this
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story quoted from Lang's book was also repeated with slight variation by
fishermen interviewed on the Eastern Share.

Just as the fisherman projects as-individuality in the protectiveness of
his occupational domain, so does he express an individuality of life
style. The fisherman's life style is reflected in his social strata.
The large boat owners are usually affluent people with few financial
problems. These owners usually protect their capital outlay with regular
up-keep and care of their equipment. Another set of fishennen are the
very small boat owners and laborers. The laborers have a tendency to
"live for today and let tomorrow take care of itself." When they have a
good week and cash in hand, they have a tendency to think of a color TV
or a good time, and usually forget the weather conditions of the tomor
rows or the time when the catch will be slight. Many times these are
the people that have been lured from good, steady land Jobs to the "quick,
big money they see someone else get from a good day's haul" (2).

In regards to the social position of most fishermen, it is fair to say
that they highly regard their possession of money in the bank and their
ability to pay their own way. However, at the same time, the highest
regard is placed "on the ability of the individual, on his pluck, deter
mination, and capacity for hard work" (4, p. 221).

During this discussion of the characteristics of fishermen, focus has
been given to the professional - the men who spend nearly all of their
adult years as fishermen. Occasionally, boat makers, store clerks,
ministers, and carpenters are also fishermen, but just as there are people
on shore who avoid getting into a boat if they can help it, sp there are
fishermen who never work ashore if they can avoid it (4). I^"it is pos
sible to describe them in a few wards then it can be said that these men
are "weatherbeaten, close to nature, used to hardship....independent
people who work, drink, and, as one of them put it 'even fight* together."
Their form of work that seems to defy progress and technology has made
the fisherman a prime candidate "to become the vanishing American of our
times" (5, p. E-6).

Effects of Fishermen on Fishermen

The unique characteristics of fishermen create interactions with other
fishermen in the Coastal Zone. These interactions frequently affect the
ability of the Coastal Zone to be used as a food resource.

Territorallty. As noted previously, fishermen are protective of their
own fishing grounds. However, when it is advantageous for a fisherman to
poach on another's territory, he appears to have few qualms about doing
so. As one fisherman put it, "What's mine is mine, and what's someone
elses is mine if I can get it" (2). The result of this attitude can be
that a fisherman who attempts to practice conservation such as seeding an
oyster bar may get "ripped off" by another fisherman.
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Short-Term Perspective. Fishermen tend not to think of the future im
pact of their actions on other fishermen. For instance, the clam
dredger-oysterman conflict mentioned previously points out that what may
be an extremely productive technique for harvesting one type of resource
may be devastating to another.

Conservation Ethic. Government imposed regulations, such as limitations
of catch, have tended to be the primary means of resource conservation
in the fishing industry. This is due in part to the unknown and unpre
dictable nature of the resource harvested from the water; but it is also
due to the individualistic "live for today" attitude of fishermen. A
broker for fishermen relates the following incident. "A fisherman,
whose boat was supposedly loaded with 200 bushels of oyster shells, went
out in the Bay to seed an oyster bar. The government, as part of their
conservation program, had visually inspected and paid the fisherman for
the 200 bushels of oysters. However, the fisherman had carefully piled
the oyster shells over empty crates so that actually he only dumped 100
bushels of oysters in the Bay" (2). What the fisherman didn't think
about while pocketing the money was that there may be fewer oysters for
other fishermen including himself next year.

Interest in Aqua-culture. There has been little if any interest among
Maryland fishermen in aqua-culture as an alternative to traditional fish
ing for making the Coastal Zone a more productive food resource. A local
vocational high school attempted to establish an oyster seeding program
for students. The program was abruptly terminated when conmercial fish
ermen harvested the students' oysters (2). In addition, little interest
has been shown among Maryland oystermen toward establishing private
oyster bars or leasing state owned bars for the practice of oyster culture.

Social Organization. The unique individuality of fishennen has, in the
past, tended to discourage their organizing around conmon occupational
concerns. Even though such organization may have beneficial effects for
them as individuals and for the overall productivity of fishing, Maryland
fishermen have tended to resist attempts towards cooperative efforts.
Resistance in Maryland can be contrasted with the fishermens• cooperation
at Point Judith, Rhode Island. Their cooperation has been cited as a
major contributor to the increased economic well-being and social status
of its members (6).

Conclusions

The results of this study point out that even in two seemingly compatible
groups of society — the farmers and the fishermen — conflicting demands
are being placed upon the Coastal Zone as a resource. These conflicting
demands may impose limitations on the ability of the Coastal Zone to be a
productive food resource. Surface and ground water runoff naturally flow
into the Coastal Zone. To the extent that this runoff comes from farm
operations, the farmer indirectly and inadvertently uses the Coastal Zone
as a receptical for the by-products of his production. These by-products
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may pollute the Coastal Zone environment rendering it unproductive to
fishermen. Fishermen harvest various types of fish and shellfish from
the Coastal Zone. As pointed out previously, the technology Involved in
harvesting one specie may be detrimental to another specie. Just as the
fisherman may compete indirectly with the farmer, different types of
fishermen may also compete among themselves for the use of Coastal
resources.

What will happen to the Coastal Zone as a food resource if the conflicts
created by this competition are not resolved? Garrett Hardin gives us a
possible indication by the notion of a commons:

Picture a pasture open to all. It is to be expected that each
herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the
commons. Such an arrangement may work reasonably well for
centuries because tribal wars, poaching, and disease keep the
numbers of both man and beasts well below the carrying capacity
of the land. Finally, however, comes the day of reckoning, that
is, the day when the long-desired goal of social stability
becomes a reality, At this point, the inherent logic of the
cannons remorselese^f generates tragedy. Each man is locked
Into a system that compels him to increase his herd without
limit - in a world that is finite (13, p. 15).

Thus, freedom in a camions can bring ruin to all. The world's oceans
continue to suffer from the survival of the philosophy of the commons
as species of fish and whales come closer to extinction (13).

How soon must we rise to the occasion? Here's one answer.

Imagine a pond. Then imagine a variety of water Illy which
doubles in size every day, in 30 days, water lilies will
completely cover the surface of the pond. At the end of the
29th day, how much of the pond will be covered? Only half.
If you were charged with keeping at least part of the pond
clear for fishing, but were not alert to the implications of
exponential growth, you might be tempted to assume, on the
29th day, that you had all the time you needed to check the
spread of the water lilies. You would in fact have only one
day (14, p. 4). ^

There are social optimists who believe technology will keep expanding
our limits. They don't deny that the lily grows so quickly, but believe
the pond can be made to grow faster (14). Whether it can or not, we
shall find out in the next few decades.
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PEOPLE AND THE SEA:

FUTURE IMPACTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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William S. Gaither,
Dean 6 Professor
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ABSTRACT. This paper first reviews the types of activities
now taking place in the coastal zone, on the continental
shelf, and in the ocean and predicts others that will occur
before the year 2000. Second, five alternative methods to
manage offshore resources in a unified way are described and
discussed. Third, and finally, strong leadership is urged
at the national level to establish a suitable overall manage
ment structure to handle offshore resources.

As the concluding speaker of this session, and of this first
annual conference of the Coastal Society, I want to focus on
the General questions of man's increasingly active role in
the sea and its probable impacts as well as the opportunities
it offers.

The first step I want to take in developing this theme is to
look at the diverse types of commercial activities which now
take place in coastal waters, and in the ocean, or which are
likely to take place before the year 2000. To me, a recog
nition of the great diversity of competing and conflicting
activities is most important. Normally we, as a society,
focus on, and solve, one problem at a time. Let me be
specific.

CABLES laid on the sea bottom will be used for a variety of
signal and power transmission purposes. These cables are laid
from the surface in the deep ocean as well as in shallower
water. There are currently approximately 120 undersea tele
phone cables in operation ranging from fifty to eight thou
sand kilometers in length. The number of telegraph cables
in operation is very small, as current and future plans are
overwhelmingly concerned with telephone and not telegraph
lines. An indication of the pace at which demand is in
creasing is demonstrated by the fact that the "circuit kilo
meters" (kilometers of undersea cable x simultaneous tele
phone call capacity for undersea telephone cable calls was
500,000 in 1950, 77 million in 1975, and is projected to
reach 170 million by 1990. To serve this projected demand,
substantial expansion of existing capacity will no doubt be
installed.
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COMMERCIAL FISHING will increase as the United States takes
more active steps to manage its offshore fisheries and when
a 200 mile resource zone is declared.

DETECTION equipment will be installed in the ocean and in the
coastal zone for a variety of purposes. This includes ASW
and scientific observation equipment. Possibly the most im
portant civilian use will be for navigation aids for surface
and undersea shipping.

DREDGING will increase both in quantities of material handled
and in operational water depths. Sand and gravel will be
dredged for onshore construction use as well as for artifi
cial island fill. Dredging will be required for ship chan
nels, pipeline and cable burial and ocean bottom construction.

GEOTHERMAL POWER installation may be located in ocean areas
where high level heat sources can be tapped easily. Likely
locations for ocean bottom recovery units will be near areas
of volcanic activity such as Hawaii and Iceland to name a
few. Uses of geothermal power may include heating, power
generation, and pumping of bottom water for surface use.

MANMADE ISLANDS will be constructed in water depths as great
as 100 meters. They will be built to accommodate industry;
power generation; bulk material receipt, shipment, storage,
and transfer; oil and gas well drilling; tidal power genera
tion; and recreation. While man-made islands are now small
and few in number, by the year 2000 six to ten islands of 5
to 30 square kilometers may well be constructed and be in
use.

MINERAL RECOVERY will take place from surface and/or bottom
operating plants. This will include ocean mining for manga
nese nodules, tin, and gold. Not only may recovery equip
ment be operated on the ocean floor but also beneficiation
equipment to minimize material handling. Six to twelve new
major corporate operations may be expected by the year 2000.

MONITORING INSTRUMENTS will be installed in permanent arrays
to maintain real-time surveillance of such operations as
offshore oil and gas production, floating nuclear plant
operations, and dredging.

OCEAN CURRENT POWER may be developed by the use of large tur
bines or propellers mounted in currents such as the Gulf
Stream. Foundations, protection from floating or submerged
objects, moorings, service and access facilities, and con
ductors to locations of power use will be required.

PARKS and RECREATION areas will be established both in

coastal locations and offshore. Marine sanctuaries and under

sea historical sites, such as the location of the USS Monitor,
will be designated and will require both operational
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maintenance and protection from vandalism.

PIPELINES will be laid on the ocean floor for the transport
of liquids such as crude oil, petroleum products, and water
and wastes. Slurries of coal and various ores will be trans
ported by pipeline as well as compressed gases. Probably
cryogenic materials will be transported by submarine pipe
lines and some of these insulated lines may be used as
electric power conductors. Submarine pipeline diameters for
oil and gas may be regularly laid in 1 meter to 1.5 meter
diameters. Water and waste pipelines may be as large as 3
meters in diameter.

PLATFORMS will be installed in increasing numbers for off
shore oil and gas recovery as well as for production pro
cesses, port structures, and as aids to navigation. Such
structures will be built in water depths as great as 200 to
300 meters using jackets and pile anchors. Others may be of
a monopod or spar design with differential buoyancy capa
bility and located in water depths of several thousand meters.

SALVAGE OPERATIONS will take place under saturated diving
conditions allowing "salvage camps" to be built on the ocean
floor near a salvage site.

SHIPPING will continue as a major ocean activity which re
quires major marine structures both for ship building and
repair and for ports and harbors. For surface ships the
trend to very large bulk carriers is established and more
ports with navigable water depths of 30 meters will be
built. As more oil and ore is brought from polar regions
the development of submarine bulk carriers, with their
necessary underwater terminals will be built to avoid sur
face ice and allow year around operations.

SOLAR POWERED PROCESS PLANTS offer a variety of possibili
ties yet are virtually undeveloped at present. Possibili
ties include desalinization, mineral and chemical extraction,
mariculture, gas production by organic processes to name a
few. Available to such installations are wave, tide, cur
rent, wind, and thermal gradient power. In locations where
especially favorable environmental conditions exist, many
such process plants will be built.

TIDAL POWER installations will be installed in greater num
bers at the mouths of estuaries with large tidal ranges.
The Ranee installation on the Normandy coast of France is an
example of such a facility now in service.

TUNNELS of various sizes will be built from shore to off
shore sites and to connect manmade offshore islands. This
will also include tunnels under the sea for mineral recovery
and to provide access to underwater marine terminals for
submarine bulk carriers in polar regions. Tunnel use will
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range from bulk material transfer to multiconduit tunnels
carrying vehicular, rail, conveyor, pipeline, and conductor
services. Both cut-and-cover and driven tunnels will con
tinue to be used. Greater use of bottom operating equip
ment for cut-and-cover tunnels can be expected to avoid
surface storm delays.

UNDERSEA LIVING will become an accepted environment for man.
This will occur when economic factors make major undersea
development commercially attractive. Captured gas bubbles
under inverted domes anchored near the sea floor or in the
water column will provide space for entire communities to
live normal lives with a full range of social services and
opportunities for recreation available to them. Such com
munities will be established to house employees for activi
ties which can best be done at great depths and for which
frequent returns to the surface are not necessary and are
quite costly. Families will live in normal homes at ambient
pressures. Over time, physiological changes will no doubt
occur in these underwater dwellers.

WASTE DISPOSAL at sea will continue where reactions and re
lease of materials contained in the waste are neutralized
by sea water or which enhance certain planned processes. As
on land, there will continue to be "dumps" where excess
materials from man's activities are deposited, hopefully in
isolated areas. Finding and maintaining such areas will be
difficult. Undersea discharges for the effluents from muni
cipal waste treatment plants will continue to be built and
operated in coastal areas.

WINDMILL POWER generating areas may be established at sea
where dependable winds of sufficient velocity are available.
These areas will require foundation structures (either fixed
or floating), moorings, service and maintenance, and power
conductors to areas of consumption.

These activities will take place primarily in our coastal
and continental shelf waters. While a few of the activities
I have listed you may question, I feel sure that we will all
agree that at least 80% will come to pass by the year 2000.
The important point is to recognize that few of these activ
ities can take place without affecting, in some way, other
activities. This leads to the second point I want to make
this morning.

Regardless of the outcome of the Law of the Sea Conference
and whether or not a 200 mile limit is adopted it is import
ant that we go further than just assigning rights or permits
to exploit what is there. It is my contention that the
oceans, and particularly the shallower continental shelf
areas adjacent to our coasts, should be managed to produce
their greatest long-term usefulness to mankind. This means
to me that a management structure must be established which
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will be vested with the authority and responsibility to see
that we make wise and conservative use of our coastal and

continental shelf resources. As we all know steps are now
being taken to establish uniform coastal zone management
plans through the Office of Coastal Zone Management in the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

However, at the present time, the United States' approach
to continental shelf management is fragmented on a functional
basis, with no single agency responsible for coordinating
the various activities beyond the traditional limit of
territorial control vested in the adjacent coastal states.
For example, responsibility for pollution control and water
quality rests in part with the Environmental Protection
Agency and in part with the United States Coast Guard. The
policing of fishing agreements comes under the purview of
the Coast Guard in the Department of Transportation, although
such agreements with other nations are arranged by the De
partment of State. Import and export duties are levied and
collected by the Treasury Department. Navigation markers and
channels are maintained by the Coast Guard but channels are
planned, built, and maintained by the Army Corps of Engineers
in the Department of Defense. Offshore oil and gas leasing
is handled by the Department of Interior under the terms of
the outer Continental Shelf Lands Act. Ship construction
subsidies and shipping research is conducted by the Maritime
Administration. Ocean surveys and university research via
the Sea Grant program are managed by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration within the Department of
Commerce.

This internal competition within the Federal government, and
competition between the Federal government and the adjacent
tidewater states, for authority over continental shelf
activities is now making difficult the formation of a ration
al and coherent plan for continental shelf development.
While all of these interests and fragmented jurisdictions
are complicating factors, it is still logical to look at
the existing situation on the Atlantic continental shelf and
recognize that positive steps could be taken by the United
States to insure orderly development of this area. To me
this is one of the great opportunities of our time. Import
ant features of any solution to this management problem
includes:

. The designation of a single agency to have overall
management responsibility.

. A means to insure that principal organizations and
interests are represented; and

. A sound fiscal plan.
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The first step in developing a method to insure orderly de
velopment of a continental shelf area is to recognize that
a shelf is a geographic entity with boundaries which can be
defined with some logic.

Today, let's focus our attention on the Atlantic continental
shelf. Here the boundaries might be established at a dis
tance of 200 miles from the coast line or, with equal or
greater logic, at the 200 meter depth contour, (though a
3000 to 4000 meter contour may prove to be equally rational).
For the Atlantic Shelf the northern end could consist of the
United States-Canadian boundary extended across the shelf, on
the west, the Atlantic Ocean coast outside of the long estab
lished three-mile limit, and on the south, a line extending
eastward from Miami, Florida.

Responsibility for the orderly development of the continental
shelf should be vested in an organizational entity which is
capable of accomplishing this large and important task. As
a point of departure today I want to define a spectrum of
five alternate organizational forms which could be estab
lished and could function with varying degrees of success in
the context of our United States of America.

1. INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COMMITTEE. The first alterna
tive is an interagency coordinating committee with the role
of bringing together the many branches of the federal govern
ment and orchestrating their efforts to bring about harmoni
ous development programs. Such a committee would be made
up of representatives of all departments in the federal
government with an assigned responsibility in the ocean. The
chairman of such a committee would need to be an individual
of high standing in the federal government, possibly the Vice
President. A permanent staff would of course be needed to
carry out the day to day administrative tasks set by the
Committee. In our existing federal system this would prob
ably be a relatively simple step to take, however, the
effectiveness of a coordinating committee is often limited.

2. DEPARTMENT OF OCEAN RESOURCES. A number of proposals
have been advanced over the past two decades to create new
departments of the federal government to handle our marine
resources. Some of these proposals have also included ele
ments of environmental responsibilities. The closest insti
tutional approximation to such a unit at the federal level
is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. It
now embraces such units as the National Ocean Survey, the
National Marine Fisheries Service, the Office of Coastal
Zone Management, and the Office of Sea Grant Programs. All
four of these units perform functions which perform functions
which are quite relevant to management of the continental
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shelf. The newest unit, the Office of Coastal Zone Manage
ment, has responsibilities for planning and regulation in
the coastal areas which are akin to the management needs of
the continental shelf. With the addition of the Coast

Guard, the offshore oil and gas responsibilities of the
Bureau of Land Management, and a new unit concerned with
management and planning of overall resource utilization, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration could be
come a practical and workable Department of Ocean Resources.

3. A PUBLIC AUTHORITY. Another concept for managing con
tinental shelf resources is to establish a public authority.
Such an authority would be governed by a Board of Trustees
with one representative elected at large from each state
and one designated by the federal government.

The Authority would be responsible for the following general
public purposes and functions:

. The establishment of procedures for the systematic
orderly development and use of the continental
shelf areas under its jurisdiction.

. The planning, financing, development, construc
tion, purchasing, leasing, maintenance, improve
ment, and operation of facilities, resources, or
activities located on or beneath the continental
shelf.

. The performance of other functions as may be
agreed upon by concurrent legislation adopted
by the organizations represented on its Board.

To carry out these responsibilities the Authority would
require an administrative staff. A director would be em
ployed by the Board of Trustees as the chief administrative
officer. An early necessity would be a comprehensive survey
of existing resources and ongoing activities. This would
also require a thorough understanding of the behavior of the
total marine environment, particularly the currents and the
pollutants which they carry.

The Authority would finance its operations by fees charged
for the lease of space for specific activities and by user
charges for resources in the water column, on the bottom or
under the seabed. It would also derive income from the li
censing of special concessions such as the operation of
ocean ports, commercial fishing rights, and the construction
and operation of offshore islands or power generating plants,
to name a few. The Authority would also have the power to
issue bonds to finance development ventures on its own
initiative.
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Income would be used by the Authority to meet expenses, and
to build an operating reserve. Income received by the
Authority in excess of expenses would be used by the Author
ity for new ventures or for the improvement and expansion
of investment opportunities on the continental shelf. A
percentage of annual revenues, as specified by a formula,
could be distributed to the member states.

(a) MARITIME COMMERCE. Free passage of ocean and pleasure
craft should be allowed except that as development progresses
and various fixed structures are installed, shipping may be
restricted to designated lanes.

Marine terminals constructed and operated on the continental
shelf could be designated as free trade zones.

Resources taken from the continental shelf could be subject
to the terms of individual agreements negotiated with the
Authority. This would apply to both living and non-living
resources. In the case of resources which were mined,
pumped, or harvested on the continental shelf and brought
into the continental United States, inter-state commerce
regulations would apply to the transfer.

In the case of resources taken from the continental shelf
directly to another nation, tariffs and duties would be
negotiated on a commodity-by-commodity basis and on a nation-
by-nation basis to establish an equitable quid pro quo re
lationship. This means that fixed non-living resources would
typically be treated as a commodity owned by the United
States and traded through international commerce. Living
resources, on the other hand, would be removed under terms
which recognize the conditions under which similar resources
can be removed.

(b) PROTECTION AND ENFORCEMENT. The protection of the
boundaries of the Atlantic continental shelf would be pro
vided by the United States Coast Guard. Enforcement of
agreements concerning harvesting of living resources or the
recovery of non-living resources would be the responsibility
of the Coast Guard and the United States Treasury Department.
Pollution regulations and water quality standards would be
enforced by national agencies acting in the same way that
they now operate in states.

4. REGIONAL SPECIAL RESOURCE AUTHORITIES. A more limited
concept, but one which could stand alone or be a sub-juris
diction of any of the first three alternatives is a regional
special resource authority. A budding (though apparently
now dormant) example of this approach is the unified front
presented by the east coast governors to the federal govern
ment on the issue of outer continental oil and gas develop
ment. Here the states seek specific concessions from the
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federal government to regulate, at least in part, operations
which are far beyond their seaward boundaries. The types of
concessions they would like to obtain are:

. Front end costs of municipal and state
services to accommodate the influx of workers
to the state before taxes provided necessary
revenues,

. The decoupling of exploratory from production
drilling so that the extent of the offshore re
source could be defined before production rights
were granted,

. A share of the revenues from resources produced,

. Veto power by any contiguous state which might be
affected by offshore accidents. The recently
enacted deep water port act has such a provision,

. Regulation of how and where pipelines will cross
the shoreline and enter state lands.

The main thrusts of this type of organization would be to
influence the onshore impact of a specific development on
the continental shelf.

5. MUNICIPAL CONTROL. A fifth method of controlling the
development of offshore areas would be to allow coastal
cities to annex offshore areas and place the land so annexed
under the provisions of the municipality. In New England
for example, the right to control and manage offshore oyster
beds is vested with each town. For nearshore areas this
approach could be used if state and federal governments
would allow it to occur. Recent actions by Rehoboth, Dela
ware, for example, have laid claim to an offshore strip ex
tending from the New Jersey border on the north to the
Maryland border on the south. As yet these actions have not
been challenged by the adjacent states or the federal govern
ment.

As I look at both the present and the future, I conclude that
the Atlantic continental shelf (and, I might add so are many
other shelf areas of the world) is now the scene of many com
peting activities which are largely uncoordinated and in
most cases detrimental to long-term orderly development.
Because of this, the United States is increasingly in need
of the Atlantic continental shelf for a variety of uses in
cluding the recovery of non-living and living resources.
Furthermore, advancing technology makes work on the outer
continental shelf increasingly feasible from an economic
point of view.
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To insure orderly development of the Atlantic continental
shelf a responsible organization must be created and charged
with recognizing the best interests of the United States and
the bordering tidewater states. Several of the alternatives
discussed today can serve that purpose. Obviously some al
ternatives are more likely to succeed than others.

The final point I want to make today concerns leadership. At
this important time in our rapid development of coastal and
continental shelf resources our nation is sorely lacking
leadership. Nominally, the mechanisms exist in the federal
government to develop and carry out plans for the effective
management of our coastal and ocean resources. On the ad
ministration side, there is NOAA, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. On the Congressional side, the
Senate has established the National Ocean Policy Study and
the House has appointed the Select Committee on the Outer
Continental Shelf. Personally, I am disappointed in their
lack of initiative in facing the question of overall marine
resource management, and in particular, the apparent obses
sion of the Congressional Committees with the question of
offshore oil and gas development. In the future, pressures
will increase to accommodate a greater diversity of off
shore and coastal activities. At the present time we do not
have an adequate overall management structure to reconcile,
in any optimum way the wide range of conflicting demands for
use of coastal and offshore resources. The United States,
because of its advanced industrial capability, is the logi
cal nation to lead the world in establishing a model organi
zation to manage its coastal and offshore resources. This,
to me, is the great opportunity our nation should grasp
today.
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